Daily

Today is: .

Warm-Up 61 C
c) a butterfly’s habitat
1. Kiana needs to make 50
cupcakes for her party.
She already made 25. How
many more will she make?

4. A butterfly starts out as
an egg. When it hatches, it
is called a larva. Then, it
spins a cocoon and begins
to grow legs and wings.
This paragraph describes:
a) a butterfly’s diet
b) a butterfly’s life cycle

My Answers:
2. An adjective describes a
noun. Find the adjective in
the sentence below:

The friendly puppy
ran over and licked
my hand.

3. How many more do you
need to make 60?

5. Henry wants to buy a toy
that costs 59 cents. Does
he have enough money?
6. Write the word that
goes with the picture:

__ __ __ __
© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

s
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 62
1. Ella is counting by tens.
What number will she say
next?

73, 83, 93, ____

Today is: .

least

wE

more
?

5. What number is missing
from the equation?

My Answers:
4. What direction is missing
from the compass rose?

N

2. I bought this pair of
shoes because it cost the
________ amount of money.

less

300 - = 220

3. Draw a quadrilateral on
the geoboard:

6. The Earth and Venus are
similar in size. However,
Venus is much hotter.
What does similar

opposite
small
© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

mean? alike

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 63
1. Are you more likely to
land on an even or odd
number?

23

letters:

2. Fill in the missing

7
1

5
6

3. Use the hundred chart
to find 34 less than 87.

st__

Today is: .

m
4. Choose the correct verb:

Liam and Tess ________
a fort with sheets and
blankets.
a) builds
b) built
c) builded

6. Which word has the same
sound as the oo in moon?

My Answers:
5. Use the number line to
solve:

town
book

300 - 40 =

blue
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Daily Warm-Up 64

Today is: .
2. What is the root word

1. What is the length of
the comb in inches?

in:

unhappy
and

happiness

b) fourths
c) halves

a) thirds

3. The circle is partitioned
into ___________.

5. What time is it? 6. Which picture matches
the word?
4. Mammals have lungs to breathe air and
have hair or fur. Which is a mammal?

won

a) trout
b) hawk
c) skunk
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My Answers:
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 65
1. Show one way to divide

Today is: .

this shape into
fourths.

A.

B.

Please put the box over
________ on that table.
A. their
B. there
4. The waitress came and
refilled my cup.

What does the
prefix re mean?

5. The cookies are arranged
in rows and columns. How
many columns are there?

6. The car was invented in
1886 by Karl Benz. His idea
changed many people’s
lives.
What word could be used
to describe Karl Benz?

A. again
B. not
C. before

A. friendly
B. smart
C. old
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My Answers:
2. Fill in the blank:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

3. How many tens are in
200?

find your answer:
2. Write the missing letters: 3. What number
is missing from the
part-part-whole
model?

Daily Warm-Up 66
Today is: .
1. Lily walked 5 miles each day. After 4
days, how far had Lily walked in all?

85

Write a repeated addition sentences to

__ + __ + __ + __ = __
4. Piper the penguin dove
off the cliff into the sea.
“Come on in,” she called to
her friends. “The water
feels great!"

My Answers:

__ __ o n e
5. How much is this coin
worth?

Which letter in
knot is silent?

What type of story is
this?

fiction

non-fiction

6. Ethan tied a large
knot at the end of the
rope.

___ ¢
60 ?
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 67

Today is: .

1. What is the value of the
underlined number?

My Answers:

547

2. Choose the correct word:

Kiki was happy that
she _______ the
correct answer.

3. What does this tool
measure?

A. weight
4. Underline the sentence
that shows how the Earth
and the moon are similar:
The Earth is a planet, but
the moon is not. The moon
is much smaller than the
Earth. However, both are
made of rock.

knew or new

B. time
C. temperature

5. What number is missing
from the equation?

- 60 = 40

6. I couldn’t find my pencil
because my desk was so
cluttered with papers.
What does cluttered

mean? dark

messy
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loud
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 68

3. Use < or > to compare:

1. Write the number in
standard form:

600 + 10 + 9

2. Fill in the missing

Today is: .

12

letter:

tens 90

Q_een

has a long A sound?

Flights
4. Which is a fact about penguins?
5. Which day had 30 flights? 6. Which word
a) Penguins are birds that
kind of bird.
cannot fly.

c) Every zoo should have a

b) Penguins are the cutest

penguin.

My Answers:
Mon.

✈✈✈

Tues.

✈✈✈

✈

Wed.

✈✈

✈ = 10
sail

pack
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coat

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 69
1. What is the total length
of both fish in inches?

Do you want to go to
the movies with my
2. What word completes
the sentence?

when their team scored
the winning touchdown.

4. The fans were jubilant

Today is: .

What do you think

3. Which picture shows a
line of symmetry?

jubilant means?
A. angry

B. very happy

8 + 40 + 32

C. curious

A. B.

trick
trace

My Answers:

fact

brother and _____?
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me I

6. All of the words below
contain the letter C. Which
one has the S sound?

5. Find the sum:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 70

Today is: .

1. What letter is the spinner Mikah cancelled his trip
most likely to land on?
to the beach _______ it
2. Complete the sentence:
3. What number is missing?

A
B

CC

in out
58

started
rain.
A. because

7 10

C
B. although C.
so

A
4. Which statement is
an opinion?

A. Ice cream is made
out of milk.
B. Ice cream comes in
many flavors.
C. Ice cream is a tasty
summer snack.

My Answers:
5. Which equation has
the greatest sum?

she meets. She waves to her
neighbors each day. Today,
Sasha invited a new student
to sit with her at lunch.

How would you describe
Sasha?

A. 55 + 205
silly honest friendly

B. 160 + 90

6. Sasha smiles at everyone

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 71

Today is: .

from the chart?
1. What number is missing

9 12 11

© Copyright 2020

Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

400 + 80 + 9
hundreds
tens 8
ones 9
4. Where would look in a
book to find the meaning
of a word?

2. Write a contraction for
the underlined words.

The buses have not
arrived for the
field trip yet.

5. What time does the clock
show?

A. table of

s t r o __ __

contents B.
glossary

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

© Copyright

2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

C. title page

My Answers:

6. Fill in the
missing letters:

3. What is 100 more than
the number shown?

Daily Warm-Up 72
1. Lucas is skip counting.
These are the numbers he
says:

121, 125, 129, 133
Lucas is skip counting
by ____.

Today is: .

2. Fill in the blank with the
correct plural noun:

Anna has one pet
bunny, but Zoe has
three ____________.

(more than one bunny)

3. What is the total number
of tens in 130?
5. How much money? 6. After you shower,
please hang up your damp towel.
4. Which of the following is when and
where a story takes place?

What does damp mean?

A. genre
B. setting
C. problem

A. fluffy
B. clean and dry
C. slightly wet
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My Answers:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 73
2. Fill in the missing
letters:

1. Which is the best tool
for measuring a liquid?

Today is: .

3. Draw a shape with
4 equal sides:

__l
A.

B.

C.

n

4. If you prepay for your
tickets, you won’t have
to wait in line.
What does prepay mean?

a) pay before
b) pay again
c) not pay

My Answers:
5. Use the number line to
solve:

6. Which pair of words are
synonyms?

87 + 30 =

A. catch - throw

© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

B. find - hide
87

C. jump - leap

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 74
1. Which number sentence is
correct?

A. 127 > 120+9
B. 200 < 20+80
C. 350 > 100+150
4. All kids should go to camp
in the summer. It’s a great
place to meet new friends.

There are fun activities
every day. Staying home is
boring compared to camp.

Today is: .

the first time, so my
teacher is letting me
___take the test.

The author’s purpose is:
A. to persuade
B. to inform
C. the entertain

My Answers:
2. Add the correct prefix:

I didn’t do very well

un re pre mis
5. Use the chart to
solve:

75 + 17

tens ones
3. What number is

Have the second
grade classes gone to
lunch yet_

shown?
6. Read the sentence. Add
the missing punctuation
mark:

© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 75

Today is: .

1. Show two ways to cut a
rectangle into four equal
shares:

Carter most likely felt:

A. surprised
B. disappointed
C. curious

4. Carter spent all day
building a fort in the
backyard. That night a
big storm blew it down.

My Answers:
2. Change the underlined
verb to make it past
tense.

Ava and Zane take
karate lessons every
Saturday last year.

619

3. What number is missing
from the fact family?

70 + __ = 100
5. Write the number that is
ten less than:

__ + 70 = 100

6. What can you infer by
looking at the
picture?

A. The boy had fun.
B. The boy went
swimming.
C. The boy is cold.

100 - 70 = __
100 - __ = 70
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 76
1. Avery found 42 shells on
the beach. She used 15 of
them to make a necklace
and 9 to make a bracelet.
How many shells were
left?

Today is: .
as he drove down the street.
Next, he heard a hissing
sound. Mr. Brown stopped
and got tools from the trunk.
What most likely

4. Mr. Brown hit a big bump

happened? A. He had a

flat tire.

6. How do you spell

B. He saw a snake.
C. He went to work.

Lunch Choices
30
20

My Answers:

10

2. Choose the correct word:

0

Ben held the glass jar
________ as he walked
down the stairs.

it?
salad pizza hotdog PB&J

3. How many days are in
one week?

s c r __ __ m
© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

A. careful
B. more careful
C. carefully
5. How many more students
chose hotdog than salad?

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 77
1. What is the missing
number?

Today is: .

700 + _____ + 6
hundreds 7
tens 2
ones 6
4. What is one thing
that happens in spring?

11 13

A. teachers
B. teacher’s

6.

C. teacher
5. Ryan has two quarters
in his pocket. Which item
can he buy?

An
umbrella
will
you
from
prevent
getting wet in the rain.

What does prevent mean?
a) move quickly
chips
59¢

A. It gets cooler. B.
Trees lose leaves. C.
It gets warmer.
2. Choose the correct word:
When you finish your test,
put it on the ______ desk.

3. What number is missing? My

in out
24
57

Answers:

donut 35¢
b) get ready
c) stop from happening

©

Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

10
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 78

Today is: .

1. What is the value of the underlined
digit?
2. Fill in the missing letters: 3. Cole built

351
4. Allie walked quickly. She
didn’t want to be late to
school. Suddenly, wings
began to sprout from
her back. She flew the
rest of the way!
This story is:
A. fiction
B. non-fiction

block towers. One was 37 cm tall and the
other was 44 cm tall. How
tall would the tower be if

wa___

wi___
5. How many more sunny
days were there than
rainy days?

April Weather
sunny

6. Fill in the blank with the
correct word:

The children ____ lining
up to go to recess.

is am are

rainy
© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

My Answers:
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

= 5 days
Cole connected them?

Daily Warm-Up 79
1. James closes his eyes
and picks out a marble.
What color is he most likely
to choose - black or white?

Today is: .

My Answers:
2. Which word has a

short A sound?

shown?

baby
danger
4. Many animals migrate
from one place to
another. Some move to
find food. Others move
to find a new home.
What does migrate mean?
A. to make a nest
B. to move
C. to eat

that
what
5. Find the
difference:

420-200
3. What number is

6. If you don’t tie your
shoe laces, you might
trip on them.
What does trip mean
in this sentence?
A. a journey or vacation,
to go somewhere
B. to catch your foot on
something and fall
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 80
1. Is there an even or odd
number of fish in the
bowl?

2. Complete the sentence
with the correct word:

Do you know ______
red jacket that is?

Today is: .

3. What number is

missing?

351 251 51

A. who
B. who’s
C. whose
4. Today I bit an apple and
my tooth popped out! Now
it is under my pillow. I’m
pretending to be asleep. I
want to see the tooth
fairy!

5. What symbol can you use
to compare the addition
sentences?

is: A. to persuade

The author’s purpose

45 + 9
55 - 9

6. What two words in the
sentence should begin
with a capital letter?

my birthday party
will be at 2:00 on
saturday.

<=>

B. to inform
C. the entertain

My Answers:

© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 81
1. Riley cut a pan of
brownies into 3 rows and
5 columns. How many
brownies are there?
2. Write the correct plural
noun:

one box

3. Solve:

4. Boa constrictors are very large snakes.

They are not poisonous. A boa kills its prey by
squeezing it and swallowing it whole!

From the text, you can tell:

Today is: .

two _______

132 - = 110

C. Boas make good pets.

My Answers:

5. How much money? 6. Fill in the missing
letters:
A. Boas have sharp fangs. B. Boas are strong.

key will
open this
lo__.

A

l o __ __
© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 82
1. What is not another way
to write the number?

136
A. one hundred thirty-six
B. 13 tens and 6 ones C.
100 + 30 + 60
D. 110 + 26
4. What are the two

verbs in this
sentence?

Today is: .

his classmates:

Zane picked up his

2. Write the correct form
of the word:

x

3. What time is it?

Kylie and Ben are riding
_______ new bikes.
A. her
B. their
C. his
5. Trey made a line plot to

show the shoes sizes of

6. The driver had to swerve
to avoid the bike rider.

What does avoid mean?

table.
lunch tray
and sat
x x
down at the

xxx
x
x

xx

from B.

A. keep away bother

1234
What size is worn the most?

My Answers:
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C. move near

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 83
1. What symbol completes

71-5 62

the puzzle?

<=>
4. A praying mantis can
change color. It turns

Today is: .

green or brown to match
its surroundings. This helps
it hide from predators.
What is the best title?
A. Why a Praying Mantis
Changes Color
B. How a Praying Mantis
Changes Color

My Answers:

ending that sounds like
T?

2. Circle the silent letter in
each word:

ended

write
knob

250

3. Is it possible to arrange
11 dots in equal rows?

gnaw
5. Use the number line to
solve:

walked
spotted
© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

250 - 15 =
6. Which word has an ed

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 84
Today is: .

1. What is the temperature? 2. What is the
root word in:
3. What number is missing?

70
60
50
40

react
actor

events in the order they
happened?

A. caption

5. Draw more blocks to
solve:
4. Matter can be a solid, a
liquid, or a gas. Which of
these is a solid?

A. water
B. steam
C. ice

124 + 103

in out
58
10 13

My Answers:
acted

B. glossary
C. timeline

15 18
23
6. Which text feature shows

© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Today is: .

Daily Warm-Up 85
1. How many days did it
snow in February?

Snow Days
Dec. ❄ ❄ ❄
Jan. ❄ ❄ ❄ ❄ ❄

Feb. ❄ ❄ ❄ ❄ ❄ =

2. The key would not open
the lock.
What is another way to
write would not?

bond:

320

A. won’t

3. Complete the number

2

200

B. wouldn’t C.
wasn’t

?

A. strange
4. I have a loose tooth. It
makes it difficult to eat.
Mom is cutting up an apple
for me. That should make
it easier.
What does difficult mean?

B. hard
C. different

My Answers:
5. Which shape is partitioned
into 3 equal shares?

A.
B.
C. both A and B
6. Write the missing

s __ __ l
letters:
© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 86
1. Lucy wants to put new
carpet in her bedroom.
Which tool should she
use to measure her
floor?

Today is: .

airplane. They made their
first successful flight in
1903. It happened at Kitty
Hawk, North Carolina.

A. to persuade
B. to inform
C. to entertain

A. a tape measure
B. a ruler
C. a scale
4. What’s author’s purpose?
The Wright brothers are
famous for inventing the

A. able
B. ful
C. less
5. What is the value of
this coin?

My Answers:
2. Add the correct suffix:

Grizzly bears can be
dangerous because they
are so power___.

___ ¢

3. What time is it?

6. How do you spell it?

t __ __ s t e r
© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 87
1. What is the missing
number?

600 + 10 + ___
hundreds 6

noun:

the pencil that
belongs to Ryan
one baby

tens 1
ones 7
4. Write the correct plural

Today is: .

A. Ryans pencil
B. Ryan’s pencil
C. Ryans’ pencil

two
______My Answers:
2. What is another way to
say:

5. Use the number line to
solve:

new puppy.
What does delighted

100 - 35

mean? A. bright

B. confused
3. Is there an odd or even
number of cookies?

6. Kira was delighted when
her parents gave her a

C. very happy
© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 88
1. What is the value of the underlined
digit?

967

2. How do you spell it? 3. What number is
missing?

208 228 238
A. stong
B. strong
C. strog

Today is: .

4. Which pair of words are
synonyms?

A. scared - brave

5. How many miles did Quinn
walk his dog this week?
6. What can you infer from
the picture?

_________.
A. warmer

It is getting

B. early - late
C. giggle - laugh

My Answers:

© Copyright 2020 Ecochardt (Fishyrobb)

S M T W Th F S B. colder

= 1 mile
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Daily Warm-Up 89
1. Lola and her brother are
sharing a piece of pizza. Is
this a fair way to cut it in
half?

Today is: .

me how to swim.

teached taught

20 + __ = 50
__ + 20 = 50
50 - 20 = __

4. Which pair of words
are NOT synonyms:

5. Find the missing
number:

A. cold - chilly
B. sweet - sour
C. shut - closed

180 - 10 =
155

50 - __ = 20
6. What is the meaning of
hide in this sentence?

Native Americans
used deer hide to
make clothing.
A. skin of an animal
B. to go where you
cannot be seen

My Answers:
2. What word completes the
sentence?

My cousin _______
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.
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140 150 160 170 180
3. What number is missing
from the fact family?

Daily Warm-Up 90
1. Addie wants to build the
number 140. She has only
tens rods. How many does
she need to make 140?

Today is: .

2. The farmer puts his cow
in the pasture to eat
grass.
What is another word for
pasture?

A. field
B. barn
C. house
4. Riley made a timeline of

George Washington’s life.
What could be the missing
year on the timeline?

1732 ? 1799 1732 elected

<=>

136 35 + 101

A. The water will turn to
steam.
B. The water will turn to

3. What is the time?

died

A. 1655

5. What symbol can you
use to compare?

6. Della puts a pot of water
on the stove. The water
begins to boil. What do you
predict will happen next?

C. 1822

ice.
C. The water will turn a

B. 1704

My Answers:

D. 1789
different color.
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

